Where has all the time gone?, 1992
illustrated volumes such as the *Book of Kells* or the Limbourg brothers’ *Très riches heures du Duc de Berry* were as common an art form as wall-mounted paintings. “Indeed,” according to Bruce Davis, Curator of Prints and Drawings at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, “when we refer to painting before the thirteenth century, we are usually speaking about books.” A more recent influence on Hammer is the tradition of the *livre d’artiste* (artist’s book). This art form was especially popular in Paris in the nineteen twenties and thirties when many poets and painters collaborated, especially among the Surrealist group. However, Hammer also distances himself from the *livre d’artiste* by emphasizing the “sculptural intent” of his work: “The books...strive for a parity between the ‘text,’ the ‘visual works on paper,’ and the ‘structure/binding.’”

“Within the tension created by collaboration,” says Hammer, “these unique books attempt to address the possibilities of generosity in art making.”

Jonathan Hammer was born in 1960 in Chicago. He graduated from Bard College and studied bookbinding at the London College of Printing and with Romilly Saumerez Smith and Monique Lallier. He currently lives and works in San Francisco.
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Works in MATRIX:

All works are unique book collaborations with covers by the artist and original works on paper and previously unpublished texts as indicated.

1. *Footloose Radish/Hammer*, 1992, works on paper by Richmond Burton, text by Joseph Lease; full-leather cover with leather onlays, inlays, and paint; leather and paper doublures; 18 1/2 x 13 1/2”. Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

2. *Marathon House*, 1992, works on paper by Richmond Burton, text by Joseph Lease; full-leather cover with leather onlays, inlays, and paint; leather and paper doublures; 18 1/2 x 13 1/2”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

3. *Orient Point*, 1992, works on paper by Richmond Burton, text by Joseph Lease; full-leather cover with leather onlays, inlays, and paint; suede and paper doublures; 18 1/2 x 13 1/2”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

4. *The Sun Drench*, 1992, works on paper by Richmond Burton, text by Joseph Lease; full-leather cover with leather onlays, inlays, and paint; suede and paper doublures; 18 1/2 x 13 1/2”. Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

5. *Iris*, 1992, work on paper by Robert Kushner; full-leather cover with onlays of leather and silver, with paint; suede doublures; 13 x 11 1/4”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

6. *Magnolias*, 1992, works on paper by Robert Kushner; full-leather cover with inlays and onlays of leather and paint; suede doublures; 17 x 13 1/4”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

7. *Prayer Book*, 1992, works on wood by Robert Kushner; full-leather cover with inlay of beetle armor and onlay of leather and gold leaf; suede doublures; 3 3/4 x 3 1/2”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

8. *Have you seen...*, 1991, works on paper by Lari Pittman, text by Dennis Cooper; full-leather cover with inlays and onlays of shark, stingray, plastic, paper, tooled in gold, silver and palladium; full-suede doublures; 18 x 14 1/2”. Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

9. *Where has all the time gone?*, 1992, works on paper by Lari Pittman, text by Dennis Cooper; full-leather cover with inlays and onlays of shark, zebra, pig, stingray, paper, tooled in silver; full-suede doublures; 18 x 14 1/2”. Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

10. *Whoever of this flock*, 1993, works on paper by Lari Pittman, text by Dennis Cooper; full-leather cover with inlays and onlays of shark, pig stingray, paper, tooled in silver; full-suede doublures; 18 x 14 1/2”. Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

Garcia Lorca; full-leather cover with inlays of stingray and semiprecious stone, tooled in silver; leather and paper doublures; 13 1/4 x 9 7/8". Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

12. *Orange Lorca*, 1991, works on paper by Alexis Rockman, text by Garcia Lorca; full-leather cover with inlays and onlays of stingray, plastic, vellum, tooled in gold; leather and paper doublures; 12 1/2 x 9 7/8". Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.

13. *Green Lorca*, 1992, works on paper by Alexis Rockman, text by Garcia Lorca; full-leather cover with inlay of semiprecious stone, onlays of snake and leather, tooled in silver; leather and paper doublures; 13 1/4 x 9 7/8". Courtesy of Matthew Marks Gallery, N.Y.C.

14. *Purple Lorca*, 1993, works on paper by Alexis Rockman, text by Garcia Lorca; full-leather cover with inlay of semiprecious stone, onlays of leather, tooled in silver and gold; leather and paper doublures; 14 1/3 x 9 7/8". Courtesy of Jack Hanley Gallery, S.F.
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